
Directors 

 

Bergman 

·             Swedish director 

·             Frequently employed actress Bibi Andersson 

·             Major Movies 

·             The Seventh Seal 

§  Set during the period of Black Death 

§  Centers around a game of chess that a knight plays with death 

§  Title refers to a passage from the Book of Revelation 

§  Major Characters: 

·               Antonius Block (knight) 

·               Death 

·               Jons (squire) 

  

·             Wild Strawberries 

§     Screenplay was written while Bergman was hospitalized 

§  About an old man recalling his past 

§  Was the last screen appearance for actor Victor Sjostrom 

§  Most of the film takes places during a journey from Stockholm to Lund 

University 

-Sara, childhood friend of Isak, is associated with strawberry patch 

§  Major Characters: 

·               Professor Isak Borg 

·               Sara 

·               Other movies 

·             Other Movies 

·             Persona 

·             Fanny and Alexander 

·             Cries and Whispers 

·             Through a Glass Darkly 

·             The Virgin Spring 

-       Smiles of a Summer Night 

-       All These Women 

 

Griffith 

 -Birth of a Nation 

  -Based on The Clansman by Thomas Dixon Jr. 

  -Focuses on Stoneman family from north and Cameron family from south during 

Civil War and Reconstruction 

  -Silas Lynch, 

  -All African-Americans portrayed using blackface 

  -First motion picture to be screened in the White House 

  -Characters 



   -Silas Lynch, a mulatto, elected Lieutenant Governor of S. Carolina. tries 

to force Elsie to marry him 

   -Elsie Stoneman 

   -Ben Cameron, founds Ku Klux Klan 

   -Flora Cameron - commits suicide by jumping off a cliff while being 

threatened by Gus 

   -Gus - Lynched by the KKK 

    

 -Intolerance 

  -Response to criticism of Birth of a Nation 

  -Four Historical Parts: 

   -Babylon 

   -Crucifixion of Jesus 

   -St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre 

   -Modern America 

  -Breaks between time periods are made up of a mother rocking a baby 

  -Characters 

   -”Eternal Motherhood” 

   -”The Dear One” 

   -”The Boy” 

   -”The Musketeer of the Slums” 

Hitchcock 

·             Nicknamed “The Master of Suspense 

·             Major Movies: 

·             Psycho 

§   Based on a novel by Robert Bloch 

§  Famous shower scene 

§  Major Characters: 

·               Norman Bates 

·               Marion Crane 

·               Lila Crane 

·               Sam Loomis 

·               Milton Arbogast 

·             Vertigo 

§  Stars Jimmy Stewart 

§  Main character suffers from fear of heights and vertigo 

§  Main character (Scottie) follows a woman to a florist, the Grave of 

Carlotta Valdis, an art museum, and to Mckittrick Hotel 

§  Famous Bell Tower Scene 

§  Major Characters: 

·               John “Scottie” Ferguson 

·               Madeline Elster 

·               Judy Barton 

·               Midge Wood 



·             North by Northwest 

§  First film to feature extended use of Kinetic typography in its opening 

credits 

§  Main character is mistaken to be federal agent George Kaplan 

§  Main character is shot at by villains in a crop duster 

§  Famous scenes atop Mt. Rushmore 

§  Major characters: 

·               Roger Thornhill 

·               Eve Kendall 

·               Phillip Vandamm 

·                 

  

·             The Birds 

·             Rear Window 

 

Welles 

 -Citizen Kane 

  -It is based on William Randolph Hearst 

  -Last word of protagonist is “rosebud” 

   -Rosebud is the name of his sled from childhood 

  -He has a private estate named Xanadu 

  -Second wife of main character is Susan Alexander 

  -Title character drafts a “Declaration of Principles” 

  -When the studio would come down to see the progress of the movie, Welles  

would have his actors and crew start playing baseball 

-Touch of Evil 

 -Focuses on a bomb plot and drug kartel near the Mexican border 

 -Welles himself plays the corrupt police officer Hank Quinlan 

-The Magnificent Ambersons 

 -Follow-up film to Citizen Kane 

 -An hour of it was cut and is now lost 

 -Adaptation of a Booth Tarkington novel 

-Compulsion 

-Chimes at Midnight 

 -It’s about Falstaff’s full life 

-The Stranger 

-The Lady From Shanghai 

 

Kurosawa 

 -Rashomon 

  -Name refers to the city gate of Kyoto 

  -Four people have stories in it: 

   -A bandit 

   -A wife 



   -A samurai 

   -A woodcutter 

 -Seven Samurai 

  -Seven ronin are hired to fight off invaders in a village 

 -Throne of Blood 

 -Yojimbo 

 -Drunken Angel 

 -Stray Dog 

 -Dreams 

  -Martin Scorsese stars as Vincent van Gogh in it 

 -The Lower Depths 

  -Adapted from a Maxim Gorky painting 

 -Ran 

  -Based on King Lear 

 

 

 


